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Abstract. With the continuous development and extensive application of ontology research, the 
temporal information needs to be processed, but such ontology description logic has good ability of 
expression, algorithmically undecidable, simple and shortcomings of inability to describe some 
concepts in the reality. In this situation, this paper presents temporal specific areas based on time 
interval, which requires it must be - admissible and add it to the description logic, proposes a new 
temporal description logic algorithm based on ontology, by proving satisfiability of temporal domain 
specific is decidable, and verifies the feasibility of the algorithm. 

Ontology 

Ontology as a concept model which can describe information on semantic and knowledge level 
modeling tool, since it was put forward, has attracted many researchers attention, and has been widely 
used in many fields of computer, such as knowledge engineering, digital library, software reuse, 
information retrieval and heterogeneous information on Web processing, semantic Web. The concept 
of ontology = Concept + Property + Axiom + Value + Nominal, Ontology is a concept model used to 
describe a certain domain. From mathematics, Semantic network is a labeled directed graph. Figure 
three is ontology learning framework. OWL provides three increasingly expressive sublanguages 
designed for use by specific communities of implementers and users [1-2]. 

For example, semantic web can express one sentence, such as, my car is red. But Ontology 
obvious doesn’t fit this expression, but for the whole content. Semantic web has no special request for 
model, while Ontology has five needs: Meta language, class, relation, function, axiom and case, in 
which axiom can be seen as restraint. 

OWL Ontology 
An OWL Ontology consists of a series of axioms and facts, and then adds other Ontology references. 
Ontology usually has a non-logical note, which contains other non-logical information of the author 
and relative ontology [3]. OWL ontology is the Web document, and URI can be used for reference. 
The following is using OWL abstract grammar to explain ontology structure. 

log :: log ({ })onto y Onto y directive< > = < >  
:: ( )directive Annotation URI ref URI ref< > = < >< >  
:: ( _ )directive Annotation URI ref lexical form< > = < >< >  
:: Im ( )directive ports URI< > = < >  
::directive axiom< > =< >  
::directive fact< > =< >  

In the abstract grammar of OWL, there are two kinds of facts, one of which is used to indicate a 
special individual instance information, but an individual instance is given an indi ID, used to mark 
individual. But not every individual instances is required to be given an indi ID. The individual which 
is not given an indi ID is anonymous, and cannot be reference for others. 
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In the OWL axioms, axiom is mainly used to show equal or sub class, or the public part of the super 
class sets. 

)mod(:: >><<=>< alityclassIDClassaxiom  
}}{{ ><>< ndescriptioannotation  

partialcompleteality |::mod =><  
}){(int:: ><><=>< ndescriptiondescriptiowithdisjoaxiom  
}){(:: ><><=>< ndescriptiondescriptiossameClassAaxiom  

}){(:: ><><=>< ndescriptiondescriptiosubClassOfaxiom  
With the development of information retrieval technology, combined with artificial the intelligent 

application of technology in the information retrieval, with the intelligent information retrieval 
technology application, intelligent information retrieval shows off, which is now the information 
retrieval [4] important research topics in the field of intelligent information retrieval technology. The 
intelligent information retrieval comprehensively uses the retrieval, reasoning, learning and 
knowledge discovery and other related technologies, on the base of the correct analysis and 
understanding user needs, effectively find a variety of database and knowledge base to get the 
knowledge and information of [5-7] user’s need. The semantic Web can add the contents that the 
computer can understand to resources on the Web, and give a method that computer can understand 
and can represent resources, which is convenient for computer processing. The semantic web 
architecture as shown in Figure 1, constructed of Web through the concept of machine readable 
explicit, way, semantic web search architecture is shown in Figure two, so that people can use 
software agent automatically now needs a lot of human involvement in the work. 

 

Figure 1: The stack type semantic Web architecture by Berners-Lee 

 

Figure 2: Semantic search framework 
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The rules of temporal description logic algorithm based on Ontology are as follows: 
1:⊤ I = I∆ ; 
2:⊥ I =Φ; 
3: ;\)( III CC ∆=¬  
4: ( C⊓ ;) III DCD ∩=  
5: ( C⊔ ;) III DCD ∪=  
6: };)),(.(|{).( IIIII DbbaRbbaDR ∈→∧∆∈∀∆∈=∀             
7: ,(.(|{).( aRbbaDR IIII ∧∆∈∃∆∈=∃ ∧)b )};IDb∈  
8 }}),(|{|#{).( nDbRbabaDnR III ≥∈∧∈=≥ The function )(# set means to calculate the 

number for the elements in the collection; 
9: }}),(|{|#{).( nDbRbabaDnR III ≤∈∧∈=≤ ; 
10: iI

i
I RR )()( 1≥

+ =  , That means IR )( +  is the transitive closure of )( IR ; 
11: }),(|),{()( II SbaabS ∈=− ;       
12: =∨∨∃ I

krrruu ))....(,( 2121   
,((),(),(.(,|{ 122112121 xuxauxaxxxxa IITTI ∧∈∧∈∧∆∈∧∆∈∃∆∈          

)};),(,...,),() 2122112
I

k
II rxxrxxrx ∈∨∨∈∨∈  

13 =∨∨∀ I
krrruu ))....(,( 2121  

,((),(),(.(,|{ 122112121 xuxauxaxxxxa IITTI →∈∧∈∧∆∈∧∆∈∃∆∈        
)};),(,...,),() 2122112

I
k

II rxxrxxrx ∈∨∨∈∨∈  
Description: krrr ,...,, 21 are atomic predicates in the specific field. If we note krrrr ∨∨= ...21 , then 

)....(, 2121 nrrruu ∨∨∨∃ )....(, 2121 nrrruu ∨∨∨∀ can be expressed as 1 2, .u u r∃  and 1 2, .u u r∀ . 

Satisfiability judgment of temporal specific domain  
Algorithm in description logic is used to determine whether a concept is satisfiable, starting 
from },{0 GTrS = . },,,},{{ LaTr φφφ= }{)( CaL = },{ φφ=G  Use the algorithm rule repeatedly to 
extend the complete system S , in which nodes are S elements. For notes, if )(aL does not contain a 
conflict or no rule can be used, for concept, the application of rules makes it construct a complete tree 
without conflict, then the concept C is satisfiable. 

Summary 
Temporal description logic based on ontology is a formal representation based on object knowledge, 
which is decidable subset of predict logic, used for describing and reasoning the concept of 
knowledge, has powerful expression ability and good computational properties, so it is also 
noticeable in the field of knowledge engineering. But the traditional description logic can only model 
the static knowledge, but can’t express temporal knowledge in many applications, hence it is 
necessary to extend description logic in temporal aspects. This temporal extension method in this 
paper is based on the concrete domain, which can be used to handle temporal knowledge in the field 
conveniently. Through the analysis of shortcoming of description logic in processing temporal 
information, this paper defines time as the temporal specific areas which extends to the description 
logic, and puts forward a temporal description logic algorithm based on ontology, which to a certain 
extent, enhances the ability of expression in temporal logic description, and provides a more 
reasonable logical foundation for the semantic Web. 
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